
Monarchies and Models

of Sovereignty

“L'état, c'est moi.” (“! am the state.”) — Louis XIV, the Sun King

Essential Question: How did different models of political sovereignty affect

relationships among states in early modern Euroupe?

B, signing the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648, Europe’s monarchs ended

centuries of religious conflict that had taken a terrible toll on human life

and financial resources. From 1648 to 1815, the principal form of political

organization across Europe was in the process of becoming the nation-state.

Catholic and Protestantpolitical leaders alike agreed that the object of state-

craft was a balance of power maintained through diplomacy—a system in

which no one empire, kingdom, or country would dominate, either on the

continentor in the New World.
In this period, monarchs advanced the needs of their sovereign states

through the political system known as absolutism. Many though not all

absolute monarchsbelievedthat they ruled by divine right—thattheir power

derived directly from God, as Jean Bodin had asserted. They amassed power

by creating bureaucracies with enough resources to wage wars intended either

to maintain the balance of powerorto disruptit. States that centralized control

and expandedtheir borders generally fared better than those that did not. States

that failed to centralize control tended to break down.

Though absolute monarchs believed they wielded unlimited power, in

reality they did not. They needed waysto pay for their unending wars, and they

were forced to subdue key elite groups within their regimes. The stronger the

monarch was, the less powerful the elites—and vice versa. The monarch-elite

relationship determined the nature of a monarch’s reign.

These challenges facing absolute monarchies both on the European

continent and in the Americas ultimately weakened absolutism. As a result,

Britain was poised to dominate Europe and muchofthe rest of the world for

150 years. Britain’s constitutional government, with its constrained monarchy,

strong Parliament, religious andintellectual toleration, and healthy finances

all made it strong. It had advantages that the absolute monarchies of France,

Spain, and the Habsburg lands could not match.
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2.4 The experiences of everydaylife were shaped by demographic,

environmental, medical, and technological changes.

1. In the 17th century, small landholdings, low-productivity agricultural

practices, poortransportation, and adverse weather limited and disrupted

the food supply, causing periodic famines. By the 18th century, the

balance between population andthe food supplystabilized, resulting in

steady population growth.

II. The consumerrevolution of the 18th century was shaped by a new
concern for privacy, encouraged the purchase of new goods for homes,
and created new venuesforleisure activities.

Ill. By the 18th century, family andprivatelife reflected new demographic

patterns and the effects of the commercial revolution.

IV. Cities offered economic opportunities, which attracted increasing

migration from rural areas, transforming urbanlife and creating

challenges for the new urbanites and their families.   

   
This engraving is based on a famouspainting, The Oathofthe Horatii ( 1784),

by French artist Jacques-Louis David.It shows Romansoldiers preparing for
war. The painting reflected theinterest of manyartists in the late 18th century in
classical culture, and how they were portrayedin using clearfigures and balanced
composition.

Credit: Getty Images
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Absolute Monarchies

Absolutism arose in Europe’s new states as the old medieval order broke up.

It began in 16th-century Western Europe with monarchs who wielded absolute
powerover both church andstate. The system became widespreadin the 17th

and 18th centuries. Several factors contributed to a general acceptance of

absolutism:

° A weakened Catholic Church provided norival authority.

+ The expansion of trade ledto the rise of cities, whose merchant and

middle classes hoped absolutism would bring stability and prosperity.

¢ Absolutist rulers favored the merchant class and middle class and

weakenedthe nobility as a result.

° New weaponry, such as gunpowder, gave monarchs greater powerto

destroy nobles’ lands and castles, keeping them in check and limiting

opposition.

Because monarchsclaimed a divine right to rule, no one was permitted to

argue against their decisions, which were often tyrannical and threatened the

financialstability of their nations.

Monarchsandthe Aristocracy

Under absolutism, a state’s power was directly connected to the strength of

its ruler. Strong monarchs didn’t acceptrestrictions on their authority—not by
nobles, legislatures, churches, citizens, the courts, the military, or agencies,

such as a finance ministry. Absolutism posed problemsfor several reasons:

¢ Inefficient leaders resulted in chaotic nations.

« Without checks on the ruler from other forces, royal decisions could

be based on whimsandfavoritism rather than on the choices of an

efficient government bureaucracy staffed by public servants.

° Thenobility that surrounded the monarch did not represent the needs

and viewpoints of the vast majority ofcitizens.

When France’s Louis XIV said that he was the state (“l’etat, c’est moi”),

he meant that he alone had the authority to rule the kingdom. In contrast,

modern nations belong to “the people,” with power divided in a system of

checks and balances among a chief executive, a law-making body, and the

courts—all of which are meantto serve the public good. Some examples of

absolute monarchs whoreigned with varying degrees of success were JamesI

of England, Peter the Great of Russia, and Philip II of Spain.
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James | of England

Unlike France or Spain, England during the Middle Ages developed a

participatory system of governmentat both the local and parliamentary levels.
England’s Parliament had two chambers:

¢ the House of Lords:nobility selected by the monarch

° the House of Commons: those elected to represent the tax-paying

subjects of counties and boroughs

Parliament had a monopoly on deciding how to spend taxes. James I
(reigned 1603-1625) ran into problems because he overspent and wanted

Parliament to cover his personal debts. The members of Parliament (MPs)

disapproved and set a precedent by implementing stringent rules over the

king’s finances and establishing their own greater independence.

James | also needed tax moneyto pay for war against Spain. Becausethe
MPswere anti-Catholic andanti-Spanish, they agreed to his request but drew

up a petition that said James’s son, Charles, would have to marry a Protestant.

James felt Parliament had overstepped its bounds. In defiance of Parliament,
he had Charles marry a Catholic, Henrietta-Maria, the sister of the French

king. James’s conflicts with Parliament laid the groundwork for a rebellion

against his successor, CharlesI, and for the English Civil War(see Chapter6).

Peter the Great of Russia

Russia, which had broken free ofMongolcontrolin the 1400s, was a multiethnic

empire with its capital in Moscow. The empire grew as it conquered people of

many nationalities and languages. Russian monarchs, called tsars, or czars,

established control overall these varied people by granting the land back to

local elites, or nobles, in exchange for their support. The tsars married their

children into the families of these nobles, who were given positions oftrust
and power, in order to build loyalty and familial relationships. In turn, the
nobles agreed to cede control to the central government.

Studying Western Europe Tsar Peter the Great (reigned 1682-1725)

saw Russia as a medievalstate that had not learned from technological advances

made by the Western European powers. He believed that these differences

threatened Russia’s strength and independence. In 1697, Peter traveled to
Europe with the Grand Embassy, a group of about 250 people, mainly to

see firsthand how the more advanced Western European countries operated.

In disguise as Sergeant Pyotr Mikhaylov, Peter visited shipyards, factories,

arsenals, Parliamentary sessions, museums, and schools. He returned home
convinced Russia had to modernize.

As one way to accomplish this modernization, he allied with Saxony and
Denmark-Norway in the Great Northern War(1700-1721) against Sweden

to gain access to the Baltic Sea and acquire a seaport access so that Russia

could compete for trade and naval power. Peter’s main prize from his victory
in the war with Sweden becamethe seaport city of St. Petersburg, which he
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began planning and building as his “window on Europe.” He brought architects

and artisans from around the world to help build his magnificent new capital.

Healso reroutedtrade through the new capital, and by 1726 the city hosted 90

percent of Russia’s foreign trade.
In addition to building the new capital, Peter the Greatinstituted modern

reforms in science, technology, industry, and education:

* promoting science and technology so that Russia’s military, industry,

transport, and trade could compete with those of western Europe

founding the St. Petersburg Academy ofSciences(later the Russian

Academyof Sciences)

establishing guilds with special privileges to increase economicactivity

° sponsoring secular education

» inviting foreign experts to teach at St. Petersburg Academy

Reorganizing Institutions In his quest to westernize and strengthen

his empire, Peter the Great reorganized government, the Church, and the

military under his absolute rule. To pay the great expenses for warfare and

modernization,Petertripled taxes. He conscripted peasantsinto lifetime service

in the army and forced them to work in mines or manufacturing. The nobles

hadto serve for life in either the army or in government. To modernize the

Russian bureaucracy, Peter created the “Table of Ranks”so that nobles could

achievestatusin either the military or governmentservice. The ancient landed

aristocracy, knownas the boyars, andthe clergy resisted Peter’s changes, and

both groups were severely punished. For example, Peter personally forced the

boyarsto cut their long beards and to stop wearing heavy skirtlike coats.

Peter also reorganized the Russian Orthodox Church. He abolished the

Patriarch, the Orthodox Church’s traditional leader, and established the Holy

Synod, madeupofofficials and priests obedientto the tsar. Church lands were

disposed ofat the tsar’s will, occasionally to placate the aristocracy.
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Philip H of Spain

Under Philip IPs reign from 1556 to 1598, Spain reached the height ofits
power,although a revolt by the Netherlands and the loss ofthe SpanishArmada
in Spain’s attempted invasion of England (1588)signaled its eventualdecline.
Philip II disliked travel, so he stayed in Spain and madeall decisions based
on reports from his ministers. Because he ruled on all matters both grand and
trivial, the work of government slowed down, especially when hefailed to
make decisions. He wasnotoriously suspicious and condoned murderagainst
his enemies, so his court wasfilled with factions and treachery. Philip wanted
glory and powerfor both Spain and Catholicism, but he earned the enmity of
most of the rest of Europe in the process. After the death of Philip I, Spain
begana slow period ofdecline.

Louis XIV of France, the Sun King

No monarch embodied the concept of absolutism better than Louis XIV of
France (reigned 1643-1715), known as the Sun King. Louis XIV inherited
the throne when he wasfive years old and ruled for 72 years. Until he was
crowned, his mother, Anne of Austria (1601-1666), and godfather, Cardinal
Jules Mazarin (1585-1642), ruled a country that was fractured and unstable.
To counter such problems, Louis XIV followed a system in which royal
representatives called intendants went into the countryside to run the country
on behalf of the king. Cardinal Richelieu, chief minister of the previous king
(Louis XIID, hadstripped provincial officials of their power when he divided
the country into districts, each administered by an intendant (see Chapter 6).
Because the king appointed the intendants, they displacedlocal authorities.

Eventually, the local authorities and the nobility fomented an unsuccessful
uprising called The Fronde (1648-1653), but its lasting effect was to convince
the young kingthat his power must be absolute.

French Society Louis XTV surroundedhimselfwith courtiers—wealthy,
powerful nobles who vied for his favor. In doing so, he eventually brought
them underhis control. Louislived lavishly, building the Palace of Versailles
outside of Paris, as well as several other expensive chateaux, orcastles.

His military campaigns made France both powerful and multicultural. His
army seized land in the north (Flanders), the east (Lorraine and Alsace), and
the south (in the Pyrenees). By the endofhis reign, manyofhis subjects spoke
Spanish, Dutch, German,ora smaller, distinct regional language.

The French Economy To expand France’s borders, Louis XIV needed
a strong army, which meant he also needed a strong economythat generated
tax revenues. Finance minister Jean-Baptiste Colbert (1619-1683) instituted
mercantilist policies to decrease France’s debt and revitalize its industries,
working to expand France’s colonies and create a favorable balance of trade.
(For more about mercantilism, see Chapter 3 and Chapter 9.) However, most
of Colbert’s work was undone by Louis XIV’s endless wars. Louis XIV also
renewed France’s waragainstits own Protestants, the Huguenots, revoking in
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1685 the rights they had been grantedin the Edict of Nantes. Thisloss ofrights

caused up to 800,000 Huguenotsto flee the country. Their departure depleted

the French middleclass and further hurt the economy.

Absolutist rule in France wascostly. By the time Louis XIV died in 1715,

France supported a modern army of 350,000. Paying for this military resulted

in crippling taxation for the poorer classes, who couldn’t afford to buy food

or basic necessities. In contrast, the nobility were only lightly taxed since

they made the laws and wanted to keep their wealth. The country became

impoverished and famine-ridden. The public turned against the Sun King and

the royal family,setting the stagefor later uprisings and the French Revolution.
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France Louis XIV 1643-1715 + Used intendants to spread his control

» Brutally suppressed rebellions

* Increased the military

* Expanded France’s borders
+ Levied high taxes against the peasants      

Enlightened Monarchs

During the 18th century, Enlightenment ideals spurred a numberofrulers to

engage in enlightened absolutism, also known as enlightened or benevolent

despotism. Enlightened monarchs including Catherine the Great of Russia,

Frederick IL of Prussia, and Joseph II of Austria, maintained absolute power

but often usedit to promote industrial, educational, societal, and legal reforms.

Catherine the Great Catherine II, known as Catherine the Great

(reigned 1762-1796), was the wife of Peter the Great’s grandson.She took

the throne by orchestrating a coup against her husband, Peter Tll—a cruel

and ineffective ruler who often suffered bouts of insanity. To avoid being

overthrownherself, she made amends with the Orthodox Church(byrestoring

its lands) and the military (by recalling troops from Denmark). She was an
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enlightened absolute monarch who promotedreformsto outlaw torture and the
death sentence andinitially tried to improve the conditions of Russia’s serfs,
which the Senate opposed. She formed a legislative commission to hear ideas
aboutlegal reform. She also reformed education and supportedthearts.

In her later years, Catherine became more conservative. In response to
a peasant uprising, Pugachev’s Rebellion (1773-1775), and to the French
Revolution, she gave the wealthy class permission to oppress their serfs. She
also claimed the Russian Orthodox Church andall its holdings to be under
the control of the state and therefore subject to taxes. In the end, she failed to
improveconditions for the peasantclass.

Catherine the Great was
born in Germany and

workedto win acceptance

from the subjects she ruled

as leaderofthe Russian
Empire.

 

Credit: Getty Images

Frederick II of Prussia Also known as Frederick the Great, Frederick
II (reigned 1740-1786) believed the king’s duty wasto protect and serve his
people throughefficient governmentandprosperity:

° He expanded Prussia’s territories (especially into Silesia); this enabled
the treasury to collect more taxes and thus pay for a strong army.

° He created new departments to manage mines, forests, and commerce.

¢ He reformedthe judiciary andinitiated competence examsfor judges
and other civil servants.

+ He began the work that would become the Prussian Common Law.
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However, despite being enlightened in the senseofinstituting important

reforms, Frederick II believed that only the nobility had a sense of honor, and

during his reign the peasants continuedtolive in a state of serfdom.

Frederick II also believed that a good ruler must be personally involved

and not simply rely on his ministers. His mistrust of allowing others to govern

had its downside. Though people in his administration were honest and

hardworking, they avoided taking initiative. Decisions and ideas came from

the top and thus werelimited.

Though remembered as a successful military leader, Frederick was more

interested in the arts than in war. He was considered an excellentflute player

and he composed sonatas and symphoniesthat are still played by orchestras

today. Frederick was so impressed with Frenchculture that when hebuilt a new

palace, he gaveit a French name,Sanssouci, which means“without concerns.”

Amonghisfriends were Voltaire, Rousseau, and other French thinkers.

Joseph II of Austria Another enlightened absolutist ruler, Joseph II

(reigned 1765-1790) became Holy Roman Emperor upon the death ofhis

father. His mother, Maria Theresa (1717-1780), wasruler of the Habsburg

Empire, so Joseph II becameherco-regent, thoughthe two were often at odds.

Joseph II believed in religious toleration, but his mother did not. After her

death in 1780, Joseph II issued numerous royal decrees to speed reform. These

reforms were his most important accomplishments:

° limiting the powerof the Catholic Church

° providing more freedomforthe press

+ abolishing serfdom

© signing the Edict of Toleration (1782), which protected religious

freedomfor Jewish, Protestant, and Greek Orthodox citizens

JosephII ran into opposition, though, because he did not seekthe approval

of the nobles or the clergy before making these rapid reforms. Healienated

citizens in the Austrian Netherlands by trying to trade their land to regain

control of Bavaria, a movethat was stopped by Frederick II of Prussia (Maria

Theresa’s bitter enemy). He heavily taxed the peasants, who were more

concerned about the high taxation than about gaining freedoms.

As domestic unrest mounted, Joseph II forged a military alliance with

Catherine II of Russia to counter Prussia’s growing strength. However, the

alliance brought his empire into conflict with Turkey and the Ottomans, who

wanted to control Hungary. With his resources stretched thin and his health

failing, Joseph II abolished his own reforms in Hungary in order to regain

moreabsolutist control.

JosephII died alone, feeling his reign had been a failure. However,his

actions paved the way for the abolition of feudalism in 1848. His views on

religious toleration were progressive for his time. They were embraced by

muchofthe rest of Europeafter his death.
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Partitions of Poland

While Prussia continued to rise as a great military power under Frederick
II, Poland moved toward collapse. Poland was divided internally, as landed
elites controlled the representative assemblies and key leadership positions in
government. Theseelites defied the king, exempted themselves from taxation,
and exploited the peasantry. Poland had neither a powerful monarchy (like
France’s) noran effective governmentbureaucracy(like Britain’s) to unite the
country. People felt more connection to their region than to the abstract idea of
a country called Poland.

Poland's neighbors took advantageofits weakness. During a period of 25
years, Poland was completely annexed by neighboring countries. Poland did
not again appearas a nation on European mapsuntil 1918.
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First Partition of Poland,

1772

» Russia approved

partition of Habsburg

lands because Austria

opposed Russia’s

expansioninto

southeastern Europe.
» Austria approved the
partition, hoping to

regain part of Silesia

from Prussia.

About 80,000 square
miles, which wasone-third

of the country and home to

one-half of the population

* Prussia gained the

territory of West Prussia
through FrederickII

negotiating with Russia

and Austria.

Austria acquired part
of “Little Poland,”

or Matopolska,

western Podolia, and
the area that became

Galicia.

 

SecondPartition of
Poland, 1793

» In the 1790s,in response
to Poland’s new

liberal constitution, a

conservative Polish

group asked Russia to
intervene.

Russia accepted the

invitation as Prussia

invaded Poland, and the

two powerscreated the
Second Partition.

About 115,000 square
miles

Russia gained most of

Lithuanian Belorussia

and western Ukraine.

Prussia gained several
large cities and more

territories.

 

Third Partition of Poland,
1797

+ Russia and Prussia put

down a 1794 uprising for
Polish independence.  About 45,000 square

miles, which wasall the
remaining land  Russia and Prussia

split the rest of Poland,

except the remaining

land of “Little Poland,”
which went to Austria.   
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Challenges to Absolutism
Absolutism worked in the short run to centralize control within Europe’s new

states, but it was a system fraught with problems. A morestable system evolved

in Britain and the Dutch Republic. These nations flourished by supporting

religious toleration, political liberty, representative government, and an

efficient bureaucracy to manage such tasks as tax collection and budgeting.

England's Glorious Revolution

England wasdistinct from other European nationsin that it had both a strong

monarchy and a powerful Parliament. In governments on the European

continent, different groups,or estates, shared influence, each corresponding to

a specialinterest group, such as the clergy. England’s two housesofParliament

more closely represented the country as a whole and served as a check on the

monarch’s power.

This English system wastested during the English Civil War (1642-1651),

a series ofbloody andexpensivebattles pitting royal forces against Parliament.

(For a review ofthe conflict, see Chapter 6.)

Restoration and Abdication Asa result of the Civil War, England was

ruled for a short time as a republic, with Oliver Cromwellits Lord Protector.

Twoyears after Cromwell’s death in 1658,after his son Richard’s inability to

maintain the Protectorate, Parliament restored CharlesII to the throne during

the Restoration period. After Charles IP's death, his brother James IL a Roman

Catholic, became England's monarch.

When JamesII’s wife gave birth to a son, anti-Catholic nobles rebelled.

They called on James II’s Dutch son-in-law William of Orange, a Protestant,

to invade and depose the king. JamesII fled, abdicating the throne. William of

Orange ruled as King William III with his wife, Mary II. The accession of

William and Mary to the throne became knownas the Glorious Revolution.

The English Bill of Rights When the new monarchs took power in

1689, Parliament required that they accept a Bill of Rights. This document,

also known as the Declaration of Right, limited the monarchs’s powers by

protecting some of Parliament’s:

» Parliament had the powerto meet frequently.

¢ Parliament needed to approve any change in the law.

e Parliament needed to approve taxes.

In addition, the Bill of Rights declared that some members of Parliament

would be chosen through elections (by a small part of the population), that

the monarch could not keep a standing army, and that governmentcould not

use excessive fines or cruel punishments. However, it did not grant equality

for Catholics. By forcing the monarch to share power with Parliament,this

document created a constitutional monarchy. It had a major impact on the

writing of the United States Constitution and Bill of Rights.
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The Dutch Republic

The Dutch Republic (1588-1795) was formed during the Eighty Years' War
(1568-1648), when the Dutch battled for independence from Spain. Stemming
fromthe military agreement knownas the UnionofUtrecht (1579), the Dutch
Republic consisted of provinces that won independence from Spain between
1568 and 1609.

During the 16th century, the Dutch Republic was Europe’s leading cargo
shipper and engaged in an ongoingrivalry with Britain that sometimesled to
maritime wars. The Dutch Republic also fought land wars, usually against the
French. The republic generally fared well in these conflicts. It was a wealthy
center of shipping andfinance with a profitable trade empire in the Americas,
Asia, and throughoutthe Indian Ocean (see Chapter 3),

The Dutch Republic was a world power during its Golden Agein the 17th
century. Dutch artists such as Rembrandt (1609-1669), Frans Hals (1583—
1666), and Johannes Vermeer (1632-1675) painted their masterpieces during
this time.

Dutch Oligarchy The Dutch Republic did not have a monarch. Instead,
estates representing the seven provinces each selected a provincial leader,
or stadholder. The estates sent these delegates to meet in a legislative body
called the Estates-General, which decided military and foreign policy issues.
However, this was not truly a representative government but an oligarchy
made up ofurban gentry and rural landholders. An oligarchy is government by
the few, usually to promote selfish causes. In this case, the ruling class wanted
to protect the wealth they had gained throughtrade.

Dutch East India Company Merchants and financiers held most of the
powerin the Dutch Republic. To promotetrade, these merchants and financiers
formed the DutchEast India Company in 1602 as a private enterprise. Known
by its Dutchinitials, VOC,it was a joint-stock company,similar to a modern
corporation, in which shareholders could buy stock. The company was
professionally managed bya boardofdirectors, enablingitto raise capital and
spread risk across a wide poolofinvestors.

The profits of the VOC made Amsterdam oneofthe richest cities in the
world. The influx of wealth helped keep the Dutch Republic peaceful and
stable, in part because it offered upward mobility for workers and peasants.
Even thoughthe lowerclasses did not sharein political power, their standard
of living was higher than that in other European countries. However, when
investors dumped their VOC shares in the 18th century due to worries about
British competition, the company wentinto bankruptcy. Asa result, the Dutch
Republic declined in world influence and power.

European Wars and Diplomacy
Following the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, the Holy Roman Empire split
into about three hundred sovereign princedoms, each with its own dynastic,
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political, and ethnic interests. Because of the competition for territory and

resources both in Europe and in colonies worldwide, these states frequently

found themselves at war. Attempts at diplomacy often failed, and alliances

shifted as countries tried to keep a precarious balance of power. New nations

arose while old empires, such as the Ottomans, saw their power decline in a

changingpolitical landscape.

Prussian and Habsburg Rulers

Onenation to arise at this time was Prussia, madeup ofareas in eastern and

central Europe. From 1701 the Hohenzollern dynasty ruled Prussia, after

Frederick III of Brandenburg gainedthetitle “king of Prussia” from the Holy

Roman Emperor, and becameFrederick I of Prussia (reigned 1701-1713).

Frederick William I The son of Frederick I, Frederick William I

(reigned 1713-1740), expanded Prussia’s territories by creating a large and

powerful army financed by taxation. He persuaded the Prussian estates—

legislative bodies composedofrepresentatives from cities and towns—toallow

him to impose taxesat will on the peasants. In exchange, he promised leaders

of the estates that peasants would work the land for minimal pay. Peasants
were also conscripted into the army. Prussia’s army numbered 38,000 soldiers

in 1713, but by 1740, it numbered 83,000. By the time of his death in 1740,

Frederick William I had turned Prussia into a prosperousandefficient nation.

Frederick the Great The son of Frederick William I was Frederick II,

known as Frederick the Great. He inherited his father’s prosperous nation

and turned it into Europe’s leading military power.
When the Habsburg Holy Roman Emperor Charles VI died in 1740, he

left as his heir a daughter, the Archduchess Maria Theresa. Frederick the

Great sensed the empire’s weaknesses: a disorganized army and poorfinances.

Hethus decided to attack its territories. First, he invaded Silesia, an area in

Central Europe to which his Hohenzollern dynasty had weak claims. Facing a

hostile alliance, Maria was forced to give LowerSilesia to Prussia. Timeafter

time, if Frederick II saw that Maria Theresa’s armies were growing stronger

or developing new alliances, he preemptively attacked Habsburgterritories.

Frederick II’s ownalliances, especially with France, were based mostly on
mutual hatred for the Habsburgs. When Britain and Russia agreedto protect the

electorate of Hanoveragainst a possible French or Prussian attack,it resulted

in a new Franco-Austrian alliance. A worried Frederick II once again invaded

preemptively, this time into Saxony and Bohemiain 1756. The attack beganthe
Seven Years’ War (1757-1764). Prussia founditself facing opposition from

France, Russia, Sweden, and several small German states. Only two things

saved it: subsidies from Britain and the death of Russian Empress Elizabeth,

Frederick II’s archenemy. Her successor, Peter III, admired the Prussians and
signed a Russo-Prussian armistice, even as Berlin itself was besieged by the

armies of France, Austria, and Russia.
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The warcostPrussia 180,000 men and devastated its countryside, Prussia

signed a peace agreement with Russia that lasted until 1780, but Prussia’s
conflicts with Austria continued,

The End of Ottoman Expansion in Europe

The Ottoman Empire spread quickly out of Asia Minorin its early centuries
and engaged in wars with the Habsburg Empire for 300 years. The Ottomans

first reached the outskirts ofVienna, capital of the Habsburg Empire, in 1529.
They wanted the city in order to control trade routes along the Danube River
to the Black Sea and overland to Germany. Theyalready controlled much of
Hungary and southeastern Europe.

In 1681-1682, border skirmishes escalated between the Ottomans and the
Holy Roman Empire over control of Hungary. The Ottomansattacked Vienna
in 1683, causing the Holy Roman Empire, the Habsburg monarchy, and the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth to unite against the invaders. The Ottomans
lost the Battle of Vienna (1683), and over the next sixteen years they lost

control of the rest of Hungary. The Battle of Vienna marked a turning pointin
history—the end of Ottoman expansion in the Christian world.

 

Oneofmany legends aboutthe origin of the shapeofthe curvedrolls or pastries

knownas croissantsis related to the Battle ofVienna. Accordingto this story, bakers

in Vienna celebrated the Hungarian victory over the Ottomans by makingrolls in the
shapeofthe crescent moon. The crescent moon is a symbolofIslam, and the Ottoman
Empire was led by Muslims.

Credit: Getty Images
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The Wars of Louis XIV

During Louis XIV’s long reign, he kept France engagedin a series of wars. He

challenged Britain, the Dutch Republic, Spain, the Habsburg rulers, and their

allies in his quest to expand his power. The wars were expensive, and Louis

left his successors large debts. These wars also created problems for the rest

of Europe.

Wars Against the Dutch and Others France, aided by England, fought

the Dutch War (1672-1678) to gain the Spanish Netherlands (now Belgium

and a portion of northern France). The Dutch stopped French advances,
though, and France eventually made peace. Still, Louis XIV remained the

most powerful monarch in Europe. The Nine Years’ War (1688-1697) pitted

France against the Dutch Republic, Spain, England, Austria, the Holy Roman

Empire, and Savoy (a region near the Alps). It was fought in multiple places

including northern Europe,Ireland, and Scotland,as well as in colonial areas.

Unpreparedfor a protracted war on multiple continents,all parties signed

a treaty in 1697. While this treaty stopppedthefighting, it did not solve the

problem.It did not end the ambitions of Louis XIV and other monarchs to

expandtheir territory.

Warof the Spanish Succession One of Louis XIV’s goalsin fighting the

Nine Years’ War was to weaken and even conquer the Habsburgs. His other

goal was to establish the right of his grandson Philip, Duc D’Anjou to rule

Spain as Philip V (reigned 1701-1746; left throne briefly, January—August

1724) following the death of the childless Charles II. Emperor Leopold I of

Austria had an equally strong claim to the Spanishthrone by birth and marriage.

Alarmed by Louis XIV’s plans, England and the Dutch Republic allied

with Austria in the War of the Spanish Succession (1702-1713). Spain and

France, both Catholic countries, were allies, along with Savoy and Portugal

(both of which later changed sides). Throughout most of the war, the English

and Dutch (both Protestant countries) prevailed over the French, on land and

at sea.
All the parties concluded the war with the Peace of Utrecht (1713), a

series of treaties that accomplished several goals:

+ Britain won territories in Spain and the Americas, as well as the sole

right to import enslaved Africans into America for thirty years.

+ Other states recognized Philip V as the king of Spain.

+ Spain obtained control of Milan, Naples, and parts of the Netherlands.

° France agreed to acknowledge Protestant succession in England.

Thesetreaties assured a period of peace and balance of power between

Britain and France in Europe. However, conflicts betweenthe rivals continued

in North America.
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Colonial Rivalry between Britain and France

The Seven Years’ War in Europespilled over to North America, where it

became knownas the French and Indian War (1754-1763). Britain andits
American colonists wanted to counter French expansion along the western
frontier of the Ohio River Valley. In the war, both sides allied with different
Indian tribes, each making promises to the Indians that would be broken.
Britain won the war, andterritorial changesresulted:

° Britain receivedall lands east of the Mississippi River plus Canada
from France.

> Britain received Florida from Spain.

> Spain received Louisiana and France’s lands west of the Mississippi.

° France keptits sugar-producing islands, including Haiti, in the
Caribbean.

The war’s end marked the beginning of Britain’s world dominance and
resulted in North America becoming a mainly English-speaking land.

However,the British-Frenchrivalry in North America wasnot over. During
the American Revolution (1775-1783), one important factor in the colonists’
success was their alliance with France. The French took advantage of the
rebellion to gain revenge for losses in the Seven Years’ War. The American
colonial government sent representative Benjamin Franklin to negotiate

a treaty that kept Spain out of the war and prevented any European powers
from entering into secret alliances with Britain. The French provided arms,
ammunition, military training, and troops to the Americans. French naval
support assured American victory atthe Battle ofYorktown, where the British
finally surrenderedin 1781.

The period of rivalry from around 1689 to 1815 between France and
Britain became known as the Second Hundred Years’ War. However, on a
largerscale, this period ofwarfare encompassedall of Europe,asstates fought
to keep each other in check—orto expand their dominanceonthe world stage.
The era ended with Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo and the Congress ofVienna
(1814-1815).

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: WHY DID RUSSIA AND WESTERN

EUROPE DIVERGE?

As the question in the title suggests, historians debate over whether Russia
ever madea definitive break from the rest of Europe. Argumentsoftenreflect

whethera particular historian’s perspective is based on beliefs tied to the Cold

War, a broader world-history perspective, or the viewpoint of the post-Cold
Warperiod.
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The Mongol Influence Historian Robert Strayer credited the Mongols with

helping to establish modern Russia and the founding of Moscow. Strayer

explained how Russians adopted Mongol weapons, diplomatic rituals, court

practices, taxation, and the military draft.

Richard Pipes went further to suggest that Mongolinfluence in Russia was

critical because it cut Russia off from Catholic Western Europe, the Byzantine

Empire, and the Islamic Empire. This break established a patrimonial system in

which nobles answered onlyto the tsar and lacked exposure to the cornerstones

of Western political thought—Roman law, Catholie theology, feudalism,

and commercial culture. This break wascritical, Pipes believed, because it

prevented the rise of an independent noble or middle class and respect for

private property that would allow forthe rise of the state as a public institution.

To Pipes, this cemented a separate, conservative past and future for Russia.

Divergence or Similarity Angela Rustemeyer, a Germanhistorian writing

during and after the Cold War, however,tried to find greatersimilarity between

Russia and the West. In herarticle in the journal Kritika (2010), Rustemeyer

traced recent historiographical shifts, highlighting four historians discussing

closer Russian ties to Europe than previously understood.

As a result, Rustemeyer directly challenged the arguments popularized by

Pipes. First, she demonstrated not the absence of feudalism, but the evolution

of a system in which the Russian nobles, much like their Western European

counterparts, owedloyalty to the tsar. And muchlike Western Europeans,the

tsar increasingly had to respond to the nobles’ demands—thusestablishing

a public sphere of interaction. Second, Rustemeyer compared the support of

Russian abbots for economic expansionto that of the Calvinists, and Peter the

Great’s control ofreligion to that of Henry VII.

Third, Rustemeyercited the workofhistorian Donald Ostrowski as she noted a

direct and intentional shift by Russia away from the Mongols toward Western

Europe. Ostrowski had explained, for example, how the shift from useful

bows and arrows to rudimentary andrelatively ineffective guns represented a

reorientation not only ofRussian foreign policy, but also military practices and

structure. Rustemeyer’s conclusion wasthat Russia,prior to and accelerated by

Peterthe Great, was embarking on a path of modernstate building muchlike

that of the rest of Europe.

A Contextualization Challenge The historiography of Russia from the

Western perspective always faces a challenge. Classifying a vast territory

that covers one-sixth of the earth, spanning Europe and Asia, was nevereasy

for historians. The challenge was complicated by Cold War tensions and

uncertainty of the motivations of leaders such as Vladimir Putin. The result

leaves historians trying to remain objective on a topic and goal that very much

reflects crucial issues of their time. Historical viewpoints about Russia present

an importantlesson in contextualization, as the questions historians ask and

the answers they develop are shaped by the times in which they write.
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KEY TERMS BY THEME

Governance

balance of power

absolutism

divine right

Houseof Lords

House of Commons

James|

Charles|

tsar

Peter the Great

Grand Embassy

Great Northern War

Russian Academyof
Sciences

boyars

Holy Synod

Philip II

Louis XIV

Cardinal Jules Mazarin

intendants

the Fronde

courtiers

Palace of Versailles

chateaux

Jean-Baptiste Colbert

enlightened absolutism

Catherine the Great

FrederickIl

JosephII

Maria Theresa

Edict of Toleration

First Partition of Poland

SecondPartition of
Poland

Third Partition of Poland

Restoration

William of Orange

Glorious Revolution

William

MaryIl

Declaration of Rights

English Bill of Rights
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Eighty Years’ War

Union of Utrecht

oligarchy

Frederick William |

Frederick the Great

Seven Years’ War

Battle of Vienna

Dutch War

Nine Years’ War

Philip, Duc D’Anjou

Philip V

Warof the Spanish
Succession

Peaceof Utrecht

French and Indian War

Second HundredYears’
War

Congressof Vienna

Economics

joint-stock company

 



MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1-2 refer to the image below.

Grigory Musikiysky,
Portrait ofEmperor

Peter the Great,

Hermitage Museum,

Russia, 1723

Credit: This image is
in the public domain in
the United States. https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

¡  GrigoryMusikiysky.
Musikiysky, Grigory
Semyonovich - http://
www.hermitagemuseum.
org/wps/portal/hermitage/
digital-collection/02.+Dra
wings/2645503/?Ing=tu

 

Grigory Musikiysky’s portrait of Peter the Great included

several symbols of Peter’s interests.

1. This image is best understood within the context of which of the

following developments in Russia?

a) Urbanization and rapid population growth in Eastern Europe |

b) Military reform and growth of mercantile trade |

c) Educational reform to revise Russian traditions

d) The spread of Slavic independence movements |

2. This image mostclearly represents which of the following trends in

Europe in the 17th and 18th centuries? |

a) The consolidation of royal power and state sovereignty

b) Thepersistence of medieval military organization and technology

©) The developmentof scientific knowledge and new technology in

Eastern Europe

d) The growth in commercial wealth fueled by the Atlantic slave trade
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Questions 3-5 refer to the passage below.

“One mustattempt, aboveall, to know the special genius of the people which

one wants to govern in order to know if one must treat them leniently or

severely, if they are inclined to revolt...

[The Prussian nobility] has sacrificed its life and goods for the service of the

state; its loyalty and merit have earnedit the protection ofall its rulers... In

such a state no factions orrebellions need be feared . . . it is one goal of the

policy of this state to preserve the nobility.

A well-conducted government must have an underlying concept so well

integrated thatit could belikened to a system ofphilosophy.All actions taken

must be well reasoned.., However, such a system can flow but from a single

brain, and this must bethat of the sovereign.

Catholics, Lutherans, Reformed, Jews and other Christian sects live in this

state, and live together in peace. Ifthe sovereign, actuated by a mistakenzeal,

declares himself for onereligionor another, parties spring up, heated disputes

ensue,little by little persecutions will commence and,in the end,the religion

persecuted will leave the fatherland, and millions of subjects will enrich our

neighborsby their skill and industry.

It is of no concernin politics whether the ruler has a religion or whether he

has none.All religions, if one examines them, are founded on superstitious

systems, more or less absurd.”

Frederick the Great of Prussia, “Political Testament,” 1752

3. The ideas expressed in this passagebest illustrate which of following

18th century trends?

a) The application ofscientific and rational principles to government

b) The establishment of representative governmentbased upona social

contract

c) The conservative reaction to the French Revolution

d) The expansion of the commercial economy

4. The second paragraph of the excerpt best reflects which characteristic

of the governing philosophy of Frederick the Great?

a) The ultimate decision-making must come from the monarch.

b) The ultimate decision-making must come from the honorable nobles.

c) Representatives of the peasantry should be involved in all important

decisions.

d) All decisions should be arrived at democratically even if the monarch

disagrees.
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5, Which ofthe following would best explain Frederick the Great’s

attitude toward the nobility?

a) He believed that the peasantry had a sense ofhonorasstrong as the

nobility’s.

b) Hebelieved that the nobility had a sense of honor, but peasantry did

not.

c) He supported the spread of Enlightenmentideals that undermined

nobles’ privileges.

d) He feared that oppressing the peasants would bring a revolution

similar to France’s.

Questions 6-8 are based on the following document.

+ The pretended [assumed] powerof suspending the lawsor the execution of laws

by regal authority without consentof Parliamentis illegal...

+ It is the right of the subjects to petition the king, and all commitments and

prosecutions for such petitioning areillegal...

> Theraising or keeping a standing army within the kingdomin time of peace,

unless it be with consent of Parliament, is against law...

The subjects which are Protestants may have armsfortheir defense suitable to

their conditions and as allowed by law...

Election of members of Parliament ought to be free...

+ Freedom of speech and debates or proceedings in Parliament oughtnotto be

impeachedor questioned in any court or place out of Parliament...

Excessive bail ought notto be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel

and unusual punishments inflicted...

Jurors ought to be duly impaneled and returned...

° And that for redressofall grievances, and for the amending, strengthening and

preserving ofthe laws, Parliaments oughtto be held frequently...

English Bill of Rights, 1689

6. The creation of this documentresulted most directly from which of the

following?

a) Demandsfor Parliamentary representation by British American

colonists

b) The spread of Enlightenment ideas during the French Revolution

c) The decline in powerofthe British aristocracyrelative to the monarchy

d) The overthrow of JamesII during the Glorious Revolution
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7. What type of government doesthe excerptreflect?

a) Democratic republic

b) Enlightened despotism

©) Absolute monarchy

d) Constitutional monarchy

8. Which individual would probably be most supportive ofthe provisions
of the English Bill of Rights?

a) James I of England

b) Louis XIV of France

€) Philip IT of Spain

d) Oliver Cromwell

SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage below to answer all parts of the question that follows.

“In the 17th century, European governments devoted more attention to the
public image of the ruler than at any time since the later Roman Empire.
Among these governments, it was the French who were the most concerned
with the ways in which the king was represented. The most elaborate and
self-conscious attempts at projecting a favorable image of the ruler were
those made bya groupofofficials, artists and menofletters, during the reign
of Louis XIV, especially in the period of his personal rule, which lasted for
more than half a century (1643—1715). The term “propaganda”is all the
more appropriate to describe these favorable images because the government
was concernednotonly to present the king in a heroiclight but also to spread
official interpretations of specific events ofthereign.

Peter Burke, Fabrication ofLouis XIV, 1992

a) Explain ONE pieceof evidence that supports Burke’s argument
regarding the power of absolute monarchs in Europe.

b) Explain ONEpieceof evidence that undermines Burke’s argument
regarding the power of absolute monarchsin Europe.

e) Explain ONE example of a new monarchin the 15th or 16th
centuries that provoked a similar political system to those described
by Burke.
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2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Describe ONEactionor event in England from 1600 to 1700 that

challenged absolutism by providing an alternative political system.

b) Describe ONEaction or event in Netherlands from 1600 to 1700 that

challenged absolutism by providing an alternative political system.

c) Explain ONE similarity in the actions or events discussed in parts

a and b.

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the extent to which the governmental structure of France and

England differed during the 17th century.

2. Evaluatethe extent to which religious and economic reasons led to

England’s Glorious Revolution.

REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In one to three paragraphs, explain how different models ofpolitical

sovereignty affected relationships among states during the early

modern period.

WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: USE CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER

Writing in chronological order means structuring an essay by

presenting the supporting evidencein the orderit occurred. (In Greek

mythology, the god Chronos governed linear, orderly, predictable

time.) Chronological organization helps the reader of a historical

essay in several ways.First, it organizes the material sensibly. Second,

it helps explain cause andeffect, or how things built upon each other.

Third,it can aid a smoothtransition into the next main idea.

Whichwordsin the sentences below cue the readerthat the writer is

using chronological order?

1. In the early 17th century, the English King JamesI believed in a

divine right monarchy. His son and successor, CharlesI, continued this

absolutism by dissolving Parliament and attempting to rule withoutit

for 11 years.

2. As

a

result of the Glorious Revolution in the late 17th century, English

co-monarchs William of Orange andhis wife, Mary, accepted a limited

monarchyand Parliament’s Bill of Rights.
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3. In 1689, Russian monarch Peterthe Great claimed powerand began his
program of Westernization.

4. After sending Russiansto study in the West and bringing foreigners
to Russia, he effected changes such as forcing mento shave, adopting
Western court processes, and creating an Academy of Sciences.

5. In 1697, he traveled incognito to the West and learned about Western
science and industry. He wascredited with moving Russia from the
medieval world into the modern world.

6. Peter was an absolutist who governed by subduing the nobles. Later,
in the second halfofthe 18th century, Catherine the Great continued
Peter’s programof growth through conquest and diplomacy, but she
gave increased freedom back to the nobles and was considered an
enlightened despot.

Based on cue words and transitions, put the following ideas into
chronologicalorder.

7. During the 17th and 18th centuries, absolute monarchies were
established throughout much of Europe, but they were not equally
successful.

a. Other examplesof absolute monarchies were those of England’s
James I of England and Phillips Il, III, and IV of Spain.

b. Eventually, challenges to absolutismled to alternative political
systems.

e. However,notall monarchies were absolutist. Weak leadership and
poorpolicies,like the liberumveto, plagued Poland. Poland also suf-
fered uprisings that led to massacres of noblemen, Jews, and Catholic
priests. A weak monarchy led to Poland’s partition by Prussia, Russia,
and Austria andits disappearance from the map of Europe for 123
years.

d. Tworesults of these alternative systems were the English Bill of
Rights, which gave Parliamentsovereignty, and the Dutch Republic,
established by a Protestant revolt of urban gentry and rural landholders
to promotetrade andprotect traditionalrights.

e. Louis XIV epitomizedthe idea of absolute monarchy. Even thoughhis
finance minister, Jean-Baptiste Colbert, improved French manufactur-
ing, Louis bankrupted France with his incessant wars.
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